SUBJECT CURRICULUM MAP
Independent planning and
preparation

•Students can continue to study a wide range of
vocational courses

❑Independent
planning, sourcing,
preparation of a
wide range of meals

❑Supported
planning,
sourcing,
preparation
of a wide
range of
meals

Completion
of outstanding
coursework

• Students can access employment in the catering,
hospitality and ;leisure industries

• Students will able to plan and prepare a wide range of
meals so that they can have a balanced and healthy diet

Catering for
larger groups

It is our objective that students will develop a lifelong
passion for food and cooking

Assessment

❑Continued development
of planning, costing and
preparation skills for
larger number. For
example catering a party

❑To be able to use cooking
skills to make home
cooked meals that do not
include ready cooked
items

❑Bread
making
A wide
range of
breads
from
around
the world

❑Baking
Cakes
muffins
biscuits

❑Planning
balanced
meals for a
student

❑Stews and
curries
❑Sweets and
treats
❑Indian sweets
❑Buffet size
snacks

❑Puddings
Crumbles
Pies
Stewed fruit

❑ Healthy
lunches
and
breakfasts

❑Assessment
Supported planning and
preparation of a 3 course
meal

Studying food
from different
cultures

❑Main courses
Vegetarian
Vegan
Roast Chicken

Outdoor
meals

❑Salads
and fruit
dishes
❑Tuna
❑egg
❑ tarts
❑ trifles

❑BBQs
❑Picnics

Cakes and
pastries
❑Sponge
❑Turnovers
❑Biscuits

Pasta and
Rice
❑Hand made
pasta
❑Indian food

One pot
cooking
❑ Stews
❑Casseroles
❑Curries

Budgeting
Balanced
menu
❑ How to get your
vitamins
❑Main food groups

Vegan
❑Basic recipes
❑Maintaining health
on a vegan diet

Food for
outdoors

Menu planning

❑Healthy daily meals
❑Packed lunches
❑Celebrations

❑BBQs
❑Camp fire

Healthy Eating
❑Balanced diet
❑Healthier ways to
cook

Kitchen Basics
❑Baking
❑Roasting
❑Celebration foods

Kitchen Basics
❑Health and safety
❑Basic recipes to
introduce main
cooking skills

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Closely supported,
concentrating on basic skills

More independence and
contribution to planning

Students can plan a healthy meal
and cook it with minimal support

Year 10/11
Students can work to a brief
to cook high quality meals

